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Competitive Assessment
Conducted an evaluation of the North American truck market including candidate vocations for fuel cell 

powertrains

Approach Recommendation Results

Challenge

Client was interested in understanding the characteristics of NA truck market and from that the addressable

market of fuel cell powertrains. Fleet buying decisions are mostly driven by economics but there were vocations

with strong desire and mandates for ultra low/zero emission operations which included transits buses, refuse

trucks and trucks operating in special regions. Client was interested in USA market specially California and

Canada market in Medium and high duty trucks. Grants and incentives for fuel cell vehicles particularly in

California region needed to understand for growth path.

⚫ A PESTEL analysis was completed during 

which framework of macro-economical 

factors impacting the implementation of 

fuel cell vehicles were defined. Incentives 

and grants related to purchase of zero-

emission or near-zero-emission Medium 

duty and Heavy duty vehicles operating 

within California were reviewed.

⚫ Vocational vehicle classes and 

characteristics were studied and 

powertrain cost road map was developed. 

A total cost of ownership and payback 

analysis was done to compare economics 

of competing powertrain technologies - fuel 

cell, battery, natural gas and diesel. 

Addressable market size for selected 

vocations were estimated 

⚫ Drayage port truck and transit bus are 

favorable applications for fuel cell 

powertrains where Box trucks are more 

suitable for EV powertrains due to lower 

cost & short daily driving distances.

⚫ Total cost of ownership of unsubsidized 

fuel cell buses expected to be lower than 

diesel $ CNG buses by 2025 also ready 

available significantly reduce bus price 

impact was highest on TCO and Fuel 

shape buses.

⚫ Sales of fuel cell continue to grow with 

total units shipped during 2012 was 

120mW also significant government 

grants were available and that expected 

to continue.

Attraction for fuel cell powertrain was 

deduced from PESTEL analysis where 

the key study included below, State of 

California committed to provide 100 

hydrogen fueling stations.

Fuel cell and battery electric vehicles 

are prime candidates for early 

adopters, typically organizations 

seeking to promote a green image.

Well–to-wheels GHG emissions for fuel 

cell electric transit buses, using 

hydrogen produced from natural gas, 

are slightly higher than battery electric 

vehicles, but significantly lower than 

other gasoline, CNG, diesel, or E85 

powered vehicles.


